
Background Notes for 'RailView 1 ' 

It may be necessary to adjust Tracking, Sharpness, Contrast and Colour for the best 
picture when this video is being played. 
Since trains are not particularly quiet, especially when they are working uphill, the 
volume controls on your television set should be left at a fairly high level! 

[Title Scene]: Up D.M.U. recovering from a slack between Omega and Omega Tunnel 
No.4 on the lIIawarra line about 6 kms south of Kiama. Gradient 1 in 70. The 
only sounds to be heard are of the fresh breeze and occasional wildlife calls. 
Notice the emu at the bottom left of the screen.        (18-1-92). 

[Scene No.1]: The same D.M.U. between Omega Tunnels 3 and 4 against the backdrop 
of the Pacific Ocean. 

[2]:  A 422 and an 80 on Up Freight (9330) on the Wollongong side of Bombo. 
Level becoming 1 in 50. Notice how the 422 class exhaust overshadows that 
of the 80 class. In fact, the 422 class is louder than any other current NSW 
locomotive except the 49 class. This is evident in other scenes in RailView 1.        
(20-1-92). 

[3]:  4821+4801+4850 on Up Freight (9330) approaching Gerringong. Level 
becoming 1 in 75. The busy Princes Highway can be heard behind the camera.  
(21-1-92). 

[4]:  The same train at the same location as [2]. This is a much slower passage than 
[2].

[5]:  44+44+48+48 on Down Freight (61577?- Northern train coming via the West, 
because of the Short North post Christmas 1991 c1osedown) approaching 
Linden (about 90 kms west of Sydney). Gradients of 1 in 33, 1 in 40, 1 in 33.       
(3-1-92). 

[6]:  4 44s on Up Freight (2PS2?) on the Sydney side of Kingswood (about 50 kms 
west of Sydney).       (6-2-92). 

[7]:  80+80+80+44 on Down Interstate.Freight (7SP5) on the Tahmoor side of 
Picton. 1 in 75. This Saturday Sydney - Perth Train always travels via the South.  
(29-2-92). 

[8]:  422+44 on Down Trackwork train at the same location as [7].       (29-2-92). 

 Scenes [9] to [14] were shot on the Northern Line on the Maitland side of 
Thornton in unsettled, windy weather. The line rises for a short distance at 1 in 
66 from Thornton, then falls at 1 in 100, 1 in 155 and 1 in 100 to a depression 
about 3 kms on the Maitland side of Thornton. The scenes were shot on the 
Maitland side of the crest of the 1 in 66. 

[9]:  44213 on Up North Coast Freight.       (5-11-92). 

[38]:  The South Coast - Newcastle Coal train running through Wallerawang "Yard". 
Level becoming 1 in 90. 

[39]:  Between Locksley and Wambool, the Western Line describes a number of 
reverse curves, rising at 1 in 66. This long shot was taken about 3 kms on the 
Wambool side of Locksley, a favourite vantage point for linesiders! ( Other 
interesting movements occurred later in the week; a couple of them may be 
seen on RailView 2, to be released in the near future). 

["The End" shot]: 80 + 80 on the Down Indian Pacific, on the same grade as [39]. The 
train is first seen near the bottom of the grade, having just run through Locksley 
and starting on the 1 in 66. Its pace slows considerably as it approaches a 
'slack'on the second curve; it then picks up as it disappears around the curve. 

* * * *

The assistance of Stephen Miller in determining the train numbers for these 
background notes is gratefully acknowledged. 
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[10]:  44240 + 4401 on Up North Coast Freight (6270).       (5-11-92). 

[11]:  4883 + one waggon on the Up. Perhaps the 48 or the waggon was on trial; the 
"train" passed by on the Down earlier in the day.       (5-11-92). 

[12]:  Up Northern Tablelands XPT       (5-11-92). 

[13]:  3 442s on Down North Coast Freight (6155).       (5-11-92). 

[14]:  48155+48156+4870+48136 on Up Coal.       (6-11-92). 

[15]:  81 + 2 442s on Up North Coast Freight (6270) between Mindaribba and 
Oakhampton on the North Coast line a few kilometres north of Maitland. The 
81 class was returning from a North Coast trial.       (6-11-92). 

[16]:  8179 + C504 on Down Freight (3175?) at Picton. Same location as [7] and [8]. 
(9-10-92). 

[17]:  81+81 +48+48+48 on Down Freight (2339) at Yerrinbool station on the 
Main South in heavy showers of rain.       Level with 1 in 75 to follow.        
(21-11 -92). 

[18]:  42203 on Up Passenger (SL52) arriving and leaving Yerrinbool       Level.  
(11-12-92). 

 Scenes [19] to [29] were shot on 11-12-92 on the Exeter side of Werai (platform 
closed 1969), a few kilometres south of Moss Vale. After a short descent on the 
down side of Werai, the line rises on 'S' curves at 1 in 66 for almost 2 kilometres 
towards Exeter. The scenes were taken from a vantage point on the 1 in 66 in the 
middle of the second curve. From here the line can be seen soon after leaving 
Werai before it disappears behind a slope, to emerge on the second curve. Some 
shots are of trains in the distance as well as ones coming right past the camera.  
The weather is very warm and a little hazy, and the sounds of the trains are 
heard against a background of sounds of insects, birds and animals, a tractor 
and a light aeroplane. 

[19]:  42218 on Down Canberra Express (SL21) in the distance and then passing the 
camera. 

[20]:  Down Goulburn DEB set (SR35) in the distance (telephoto) and passing the 
camera. 

[21]:  81 on Up Ballast train in the distance (telephoto). 

[22]:  Up 80s in the distance, with their dynamic brakes whining. 

[23]:  Up 80 + 422 on hoppers, in the distance (telephoto), followed by a long 
telephoto shot in the hazy, far distance as the train climbs the 1 in 66 away from 
Weral towards Moss Vale. 

[24]:  4843+4803+4804 on Down empty Wheat in the distance and passing the 
camera. 

[25]:  42215+42220 at the front and 42214+42202 at the back of an Up Limestone 
(?) train passing the camera and then in the distance (telephoto). 

[26]:  Down Riverina XPT. 

[27]:  8179 + G518 on Down Interstate Freight (5BM5?). 

[28]:  42218 on Up Canberra Express (SL22) crossing 8174 + 8178 on Down empty 
Wheat. The Express is then seen in the distance. 

[29]:  42209 on Down Canberra Express (SL 23) in the distance (telephoto) and 
passing the camera. 

[30]:  42207 on Down Goulburn Passenger (SL 51) leaving Moss Vale.       1 in 66. 
(11-12-92). 

[31]:  8032+8030+8046 on Up Coal ex Baal Bone Colliery (BK34) on the Wallerawang 
side of Piper's Flat, Wallerawang to Gwabegar Branch. In this telephoto shot, 
notice the heat haze from the countryside and the locomotives' exhaust.  
(29-12-92). 

[32]:  8033+8028+8029 on Down empty Coal (KB35) at the same location as [31]. 
Gently rising gradients.       (29-12-92). 

[33]:  8023+8027+8034 Down Light Engines (7355) en route to Kandos, at Ben 
Bullen, on the Gwabegar Branch.       (29-12-92). 

[34]:  8025+8014+8022 approaching Baal Bone Colliery on Down empty Coal 
(KB37), Baal Bone Colliery Branch off the Gwabegar Branch.      (29-12-92). 

[35]:  8033+8028+8029 leaving Baal Bone Colliery (BK36). Same train as in [32]. 
(29-12-92). 

[36]:  8025+8014+8022 on Up Coal (BK38) (ex Baal Bone - see [34]) approaching 
Marrangaroo Tunnel, main Western Line between Lithgow and Wallerawang.  
1 in 80.       (29-12-92). 

 The week beginning 27-12-92 saw the Short North Line closed. A number of 
freight trains ran via the West, with some interesting combinations of motive 
power. On Thursday 31st December, 6168 from Brisbane to Sydney was 
hauled by 4465, 4482 and 8035, and a South Coast - Newcastle (B.H.P.?) Coal 
train, making its lengthy and laborious journey, was hauled by 44216 + 48148 
+ 48156 + 4801, with the veteran 4801 evidencing some "tuning problems"! 

[37]:  6168 on "Sodwalls Curve", Main Western Line west of Wallerawang. Generally 
1 in 75. The train is seen in the distance and then passing the camera. 
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